iSmart – Intelligent ‘Bring your own Device’
Management
Key Benefits
 Implement a BYOD
management policy on your
network and ensure
compliance by all mobile
device users.
 Monitor, control and protect
all layers of the mobile
enterprise without sacrificing
productivity.
 No capital outlay required.
 Automate the process of
mobile device discovery by
compelling employees to
self-register their device on
our platform.
 Set security policies at
enterprise level and prevent
leakage of sensitive business
data.
 Deliver a triple-layer of
defence against mobileborne threats and malware.
 Empower employees to be
productive anytime,
anywhere.

Choose iSmart as part of MJ Flood Technology’s
iManage suite, to efficiently identify, monitor and
manage all mobile devices on your network,
including smartphones and tablets. Devise and
implement a ‘Bring your own Device’ (BYOD) policy
while keeping your organisation secure and
compliant.
The explosion in the use of “always on” mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets is changing the way we work and blurring
the lines of device usage between the professional and the personal.
IT staff and business managers are under huge pressure to allow
these devices onto the network. But the key question is how to
manage and monitor these devices without posing a serious security
risk to corporate assets.
The answer is here with iSmart, MJ Flood Technology’s unique
mobile device managed service platform. iSmart says “yes” to
mobile device choice while safeguarding sensitive corporate data,
shielding the network from mobile threats and maintaining
compliance with regulatory and corporate policies – policies which
you set at enterprise level.

iSmart gives the IT department peace of mind, lets executives take
their business mobile and makes employees more productive, while
on the go.

How It Works
iSmart is a full managed service that
takes away the pain of managing
mobile devices on your network. The
service is based on a triple-layer of
defence that operates at device,
application and network levels.
Simply put, it secures every mobile
end-point in your expanding mobile
environment with;






Dynamic Defence
Automatically detects potential threats and intelligently
adjusts security settings to mitigate risk – in real time.
Secure Connect
Provides flexible application security that allows IT to offer
mobile users secure, encrypted access to specific business
applications from their smartphone or tablet.
Mobile Applications Gateway
Complements Secure Connect by controlling access to all
business applications and logging mobile traffic for
compliance and reporting purposes.

A Feature-Rich, Secure Managed Service
The key to iSmart is flexibility and iSmart is the only mobile device
management service that monitors, controls and protects the mobile
device, app, network and data across all major platforms.
 Package configuration
Avoiding a “one size fits all” approach, iSmart provides
complete flexibility, allowing us to customise application
access based on policies and procedures, set by you. For
example, you might allow marketing staff access to certain
sales apps but only allow finance staff to see certain ERP or
billing apps.
 Streamlined self-provisioning
A new smartphone or tablet user simply visits a designated
URL to self-enrol onto the network. Our service quickly
checks the user and device and automatically loads the
correct package. Devices can also be tagged as corporate or
employee-owned.



Ease of maintenance
Irrespective of device, platform
or vendor, you can still have
complete visibility and control
across the entire mobile service.
Our service will automatically
detect end-user problems and
allow anyone in the organisation
to fix them, thereby minimising
helpdesk support calls and
administration overhead.



Device tracking and de-commissioning
iSmart easily tracks unused devices or mislaid/stolen devices,
allowing for easy de-commissioning where necessary.

Choose iSmart as a stand-alone service or as a bolt-on to our
iManage suite of full managed services.

